The Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formula Qi//+X is used for a practical estimate of the error R^j of an approximate integration using the Gaussian quadrature formula Q% . Studying an often-used theoretical quality measure, for ß£* , we prove best presently known bounds for the error constants cs(R™x)= sup \RlK+x[f]\ ll/(l»lloo<l in the case s = "Sn + 2 + tc , k = L^J -LfJ • A comparison with the Gaussian quadrature formula ö£,+i shows that there exist quadrature formulae using the same number of nodes but having considerably better error constants.
Introduction and statement of the main results
For a given nonnegative and integrable weight function w on [-1, 1], a quadrature formula Qn and the corresponding remainder Rn of (precise) degree of exactness deg(i? with nodes -oo < xx¡n < ■■■ < x"," < oc and weights aVi" e R. It is well known that the Gaussian quadrature formula Q%[f] = J2l=i av,nf(xv,n) having the highest possible degree of exactness deg(R%) = 2n-1 exists uniquely under these assumptions. In order to obtain an estimate for Rn [f] in practice, often a second quadrature formula is used whose nodes, for economical reasons, include xf n, ... , x"n . If there exist n + \ further real and distinct nodes £x t2n+\, ... , ¿;n+x i2n+x and weights ß\l)2n+x,..., ßn%+x, ßf\n+x, ... , ß$u2H+l such that the quadrature formula n n+l Q.2n+\\.f\ : = "52ßv,2n+\f(Xv,n) + ^Z ßfi, 2n+1/(£/*, 2n+l )
i/=l fi=l satisfies deg(R2nK+x) > 3n+\ , then Q2nK+x is called a Gauss-Kronrod quadrature formula. Considering ö^+iL/l as a much better approximation than Q%[f], their difference serves as an estimate for R% [f] . For surveys on this method, cf. Gautschi [5] and Monegato [8] , while for existence results with respect to special weight functions w cf., e.g., Szegö [14] and the recent results of Notaris [9] and Peherstorfer [10] .
The Gauss-Kronrod method is basic for several practical integration routines, e.g. in QUADPACK [11] , and hence one of the most often used methods for approximate integration with practical error estimate. Yet, there is still a need for a theoretical study of R2/f+x which could justify the important role GaussKronrod quadrature plays in practical numerical computation (cf. [8, Part II.2] ).
As a basis of a systematic study, and as an often-used quality measure, we define the error constants cs(R2nK+x) by and considered this result as a theoretical explanation for the significant superiority of Q2f+X over Q%.
Only very little is known about the quality of Q2nK+x itself. Rabinowitz [12] proved the existence of cs(R2nK+x) for s = 1, ... , 3« + 2 + k, k = [^J -LfJ and nonexistence for s > 3n + 2 + k , showing that deg(R^+x) = 3n + 1 + k ; cf. also Rabinowitz [13] for a proof of the nondefiniteness of R2/f+x . Brass and Förster [2] , Brass and Schmeisser [3] , and Monegato [7] proved upper bounds for c3n+2+K(R2*+x). In the following theorem, we give lower bounds as well as new upper bounds for c3n+2+K(R2/f+x) in the case w = 1 that improve the hitherto best-known bounds. Remark. While the upper bound in the theorem improves known results, it may still be sharpened. However, an improvement can only be obtained by a polynomial factor, since it follows that
if we replace c3n+2+K(R2nK+x) by the lower bounds ( The lower bounds (1) now prove that Q2"+x can be better than this upper bound only by a polynomial factor (0(t25-5))_1 . Note that Brass and Schmeisser In the following corollary we will compare Q2n\x and Q2n+X in order to show that there also exist quadrature formulae using the same number of nodes but having considerably better error constants.
Corollary. Let w = I, n > 1. Then c3n+2+K(Rg+x) < c3n+2+K(R^+x), and we have equality only in the case n = 1, where the Gaussian formula and the Gauss-Kronrod formula are identical. Furthermore, for n > 15 there holds the sharper bound 
Proofs of the results
In the sequel let m = [^J , K = m -[jJ, and let 3PS denote the space of polynomials of degree less than or equal to 5 .
Proof of the Theorem. We will first prove the lower bounds (1 
M=l fo,n = l, fv,n = av,"fv-x,", ou,n= (l"2¡;J [}' ln + 2v + \ For reasons of simplicity, when no ambiguity arises, we do not indicate the dependence on 73, i.e., av := av>n , fv := fv ,n , and av := av>n . The zeros of En+X are the additionally chosen nodes ¿1,2/1+1.<Ün+i,2n+i of Q2nK+x (cf. [7] ). Rabinowitz [12] showed that with gK = PnEn+xPn+x+K (Pv denoting the i/th Legendre Polynomial) there holds, for 72 even, We will now derive lower bounds for the difference \am-K -am+x\. Szegö [14] proved that the sequence (-av+x) is positive throughout, and completely monotonie, i.e., (-\y+xA"av+i>0, v = 0, 1,2,..., while for its sum he proved Y^=oav+\ ~ _1 • ^n tne following Lemma 1 we state some further properties of (av) needed here; the proof of Lemma 1 will be given later.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 1. The sequence (av) satisfies
Bounds for (au) are given by fv-x(av -av-X) < \av\ < fv-X(av -ax).
Lower bounds for the differences of (av) are, for every p e N, p(av+\ -av) > av+p -av ,
According to the lower bounds for the differences in Lemma 1, we are now looking for p = p(n) such that the right-hand sides of
for 73 even, and
for For the right side of the inequality we find by some elementary calculation, using Stirling's formula,
Replacing the right side of (5) Using (3) and Tv(x) = 2v~xxv +p(x), p e &V-X , we find 24"[/3n4
Taking advantage of the monotonicity of (-av+x), from Lemma 1 we get (7) \am-K -otm+x\ < \am-K\ < fm-X-K(om-K -ox).
Using (4), we obtain by the use of Stirling's formula
According to (2) we get for n even and sup/J>2 \R^+x[T3n+2+ß]\ < 4, we find c3n+2+K(R2n+l) < (3w + 2 + K)!23"+1+K
• \R2n+dTin+2+K]\ + ,GK -4V2 (6n + 3 + 2tc)(6/3 + 5 + 2/c)/ ' Using (6), (7), (8), (9), and (10) = fv-\ 22aßfi>-\-ß(av -ou-ß), ß=\ leading to the first assertion (see also [6] for this method). Using fv > 0 and ov -Ov-p > 0 for p = 1, ... , v -1, we find that all terms in the righthand sum have the same sign, and we conclude the second assertion, using the monotonicity of (av). Since (-av+x) with c = 0.62. Inequality (11) yields c3n+2+K(RGn+x) < c3n+2+K(R^+x) for « > 10 and c3n+2+K(R^n+x)/c3n+2+K(R2n+i) < 3~"+1 for n > 68, where for 1 < 72 < 9 and 15 < n < 68 , respectively, the results can be proved numerically (cf. [4] ). In [2, Theorem 4] it is stated that the upper bound c3n+2+K(R^n+x) can only be improved by 0(/33/4). Using this result and the remark in §1 to obtain also a lower bound for the ratio in (11), the corollary follows. D 3. Further remarks 1. Using similar methods as described above, respective results can be obtained in the more general case of an ultraspherical weight function (cf. [4] ). The corresponding error constants of Q2n+X are again significantly smaller (cf.
[4]).
2. Using the methods derived in the proof of the theorem in §1, we can also prove bounds for the error constants c3n+2+K-s(R2/f+x) of nonmaximum order (cf. [4] for details). In the case of constant 5 6 N, these bounds are again better than the hitherto best-known bounds. For their quality we can prove In the case s = s(n) e N, lim"_00 3n+2+K s = a > 0, the new bounds are of quality lci"+2+K-s(Rff+l) A*(3-Ar-^2(3 + Ar+*)l2 nl™\jc3n+2+K-s(Rl«+x)-3H2AY
The corresponding error constants of Q2n+] can be proved to be significantly smaller for 2 < A < 3 .
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